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Company profile: 
 
AIR CONCEPT® is the market leader for compressed air pipe systems made of aluminium. Due 
to the ingenious new design fitting times can be reduced by 50 per cent as compared to 
conventional systems. 
 
Their products are distributed exclusively via retailers specializing on compressed air systems 
who can provide expert advice locally and ensure fitting by trained personnel. 
 

 
 
 

Manufacturing- / delivery programme:   
 
Aluminium profile „simplyAIR” – the innovative piping system for compressed air and liquids. 
Available at present are 6 profiles from 18 to 80 mm nominal width.  
 
Compressed Air Pipe systems „simplyAIR” 
Compatible with all current systems. Air outlet possible at any desired locaction. 
 
Piston compressors and screw-type compressors – a wide product range of oil-free and oil-
lubricated compressors for amateur and professional use: 
 
 - Small compressors for amateur use, oil-free and oil-lubricated 
    - Piston compressors with direct coupling for amateur use 
 - Piston compressors with direct coupling for the construction industry 
 - Movable V-belt operated piston compressors  
 - Stationary V-belt operated piston compressors 
    - Piston compressors with silencer 
    - Screw-type compressors 
    - Dental compressors 
    - Refrigerator dryers. 
 
 
Compressed Air Accessories and Workshop Equipment. 
The comprehensive technology for compressed air distribution and maintenance. 
 
Compressed air accessories comprise couplings, compressed air pistols, helical hoses and 
soft pressure hoses in industrial quality 
 
Maintenance components – the intelligent must-have for pneumatic plants: air manager and 
maintenance tools made from aluminium. Please also refer to our maintenance tools catalogue. 
 
 
 

      For further information please visit our website. 
      If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. 


